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The garbage truck goes, "BRRRRRRRR SCREETCH BEEP-BEEP-BEEP CRUNCH CRUNCH

CRUNCH"The fire engine goes, "WHEE-OOO WHEE-OOO WHEE-OOO"The cement truck goes,

"VERRRRP JIGGA JIGGA VRRRRUMMMMM"Seven popular vehicles grumble, roar, and crunch

their way through this very simple, graphically appealing board book. Perfect for the young truck

enthusiast.
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I have two young boys and they love this book! (Though perhaps it's how I read it.) The first page

says: "The garbage truck goes 'BURBABA BURBABA BURBABA SCREECH! BEEP-BEEP-BEEP

CRUNCH CRUNCH CRUNCH'" and that first page got my younger son's attention! He's not much

interested in sitting and reading, but he does love sensory input like lights and noises and textures

and moving things. So I read through the whole book and both boys were laughing delightedly at

the noises Mommy was making while reading a book. They call it "the noisy book" now, and after

we put them to bed I will hear my older boy (who loves to read) "reading" the book from memory

and making all the noises. It's certainly not a fancy book, but Steve Light's spellings are very good

at approximating the noises of different large trucks. You can have a lot of fun with this book and

your kids.

My 18 month old absolutely loves this book, we have to read it multiple times at night. It is short,



sweet and to the point. She even has most of it memorized! I have recommended this book to

everyone!

This is a funny book. The first couple of times you read it with your little one, you will have a hard

time not laughing at all of the funny noises you are making. But when you see the delighted look on

his or her face you will come back to this book again and again. The pictures are all very bright with

vivid contrast. My little one has an easy time turning the thick sturdy pages. We love this book and

decided to also purchase Trains Go, it is the exact same style as this book but with very different

noises and pictures. I highly recommend this book and would proudly give it as a gift!

This book is shorter than I was expecting - maybe only 7 pages long. Each page features one truck

and the sound it makes. I was expecting a bit more, but my 2 year old son loves it. The large, long,

narrow shape of the book is awkward for lap-sitting and it makes it hard for the child to look through

independently. All that said, this book has a huge fan in my truck-loving toddler.

I work at the library and do storytimes for babies and toddlers, and Steve Light's books ALWAYS go

over well with the littles! The fun sounds are easy to get carried away with, and the bold letters and

illustrations work perfectly with the long shape of the book. I adore the whole series!

We LOVE LOVE LOVE this series by Steve Light. We love them so much we are starting to buy

them for friends (who are also reporting LOVING them). Great sound words that keep kids attention

and interest! The 2 year olds we know that own them ask for these books and "read" the sounds to

mom & dad!

One of my boy's go-to books, I think he likes the funny sounds you have to read out loud and he is

the typical boy who is into trains planes and automobiles. He's now 2 and this one is still interesting,

but he never liked this one as much as Trains Go, which was one of his favorites of all time.

My toddler/preschool boys love this book (Trucks Go) and the other similar one by the same author

(Diggers Go). They are really quick, easy reads for young children (under 4 years) who love trucks

and construction. The board book is durable and easy for little hands to manipulate the pages.
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